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In his recent study of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, author Corey 
Robin declares that compared to Thomas, “few judges have made their 
biographies so central to their understanding of what it is they do as judges.”1  
 
Robin’s book, The Enigma of Clarence Thomas, is an attempt to understand and 
find cohesion in the Justice’s unique jurisprudence.2 To this end, he finds it 
necessary to comb Thomas’ biography to explain the Justice’s extreme and 
seemingly contradictory opinions.3 Robin concedes upfront, however, the 
discomfort this type of concession to personal history is likely to produce in the 
legal profession.4 “[T]his is perilous ground,”5 he asserts, as though 
acknowledging that judges are informed by their personal experiences could 
destabilize the entire American system of law and government. American law, 
drawn from its English antecedent, has long been conceptualized as above lived 
experience, as natural and preexistent, or otherwise “discovered” by disinterested 
judges.6 In this system, the immense powers of our judiciary is only legitimate if 
judges—especially Supreme Court Justices—are imagined as the ultimate 
Wizards of Oz: disembodied legal minds, leaving personal feelings and 
experiences behind the curtain and off the bench. 
 
Robin’s assertion that Thomas, one of only three Justices of color to ever sit on 
the Court,7 is among a mere handful of judges who have brought their personal 
experience to bear on their jurisprudence should give his readers pause. Though 
race figures centrally into the book’s analysis, this flippant assertion is glaringly 
forgetful of the fact that until the appointment of Justice Thomas’ predecessor, 
Justice Thurgood Marshall, in 1967, the Court was composed entirely of white 
men.8 In the words of Sherrilyn Ifill, Robin measures the Justice by the 
anachronistic yardstick of an era “when white men were the only group permitted 
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to offer and legitimate narratives in the legal process.”9 It is not that Thomas is an 
outlier for developing a judicial philosophy guided by personal experience. 
Instead, it is the substance of Thomas’ lived experiences that make him an outlier 
on the Court.  
 
Justice Thomas is not alone in drawing his biography into his opinions. The 
biographies of Justices tend to become visible in their jurisprudence when their 
backgrounds diverge from the expected narrative. Take for example, Justice 
Frankfurter’s infamous draft opinion in Schneiderman v. United States, where the 
Court considered whether a naturalized Jewish immigrant could be stripped of his 
citizenship due to Communist affiliation.10 Three years earlier, in Minersville 
School District v. Gobitis, Frankfurter’s decision that religious minorities could be 
compelled to salute the flag provoked criticism that he had betrayed his Jewish 
identity.11 When Scheneiderman touched on the same themes of Frankfurter’s 
biography, he felt compelled to address the weight of his membership in the “the 
most vilified and persecuted minority in history.”12 That the opinion went on to 
disown this identity as a motivating factor in his decision—as he believed 
necessary to preserve his legitimacy—did not quell the horror of his fellow 
Justices at such a brazen invocation of personal experience.13 Ironically, records 
of his discussion in chambers prove that his experience as a naturalized citizen 
and as a German Jew in America during World War II unavoidably shaped his 
judicial philosophy and his ultimate dissent in the case.14  
 
The confirmation hearings of Justice Amy Coney Barrett are the most recent 
iteration of this treacherous formality. Justice Barrett was pressed on whether her 
experiences have shaped how she decides cases, and as is customary, she 
demurred.15 However, her refusal to recognize her own vantage point should not 
inflate her fitness for the bench. In large part, we know already how Justice 
Barrett will rule on a number of issues, as guided by her religious views and 
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biography.16 Repudiating implications that her judicial philosophy has been 
influenced by her background does not wipe away this impact. Justice Barrett’s 
jurisprudence will be informed by her life experiences just as every Justice’s 
before her.  
 
No Justice has managed, or ever will, to be the Wizard of Oz. Instead, this feigned 
neutrality is instrumental to preservation of the cis-white-male norm. What Robin 
sees as the laudable model of “submersion of self in the impersonality of law”17 is 
actually the abdication of diverse lived experiences to a body of law steeped in the 
default of the white male experience. We do injustice to our legal system and the 
lived experiences of a vast majority of Americans by refusing to acknowledge that 
judges’ opinions are shaped by the bodies in which they navigate the world. By 
pretending anything less, we perpetuate the myth that American law as created 
and sustained is neutral to all experiences and just to all existences.  
 
Contrary to what we have so long affirmed, decentering the white male 
experience will not destabilize the entire American legal project. More than half a 
century ago, acclaimed legal process scholar, Arthur Miller, dubbed the belief the 
that law existed “above men” a mere legal fiction, “the alternative [to which] is 
not despotism.”18 Quite to the contrary, only by “avowing that [they are] a human 
being” can a judge fully investigate and account for their biases.19 Indeed, the 
careers of Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Sonia Sotomayor illustrate that 
recognizing biography in our jurisprudence does not irreparably shake the law and 
can lead to compelling judicial philosophies and decisions. Justice Ginsburg made 
a career as an unabashed advocate for women’s rights. Her continued vocal 
advocacy of these issues during her time on the Court made her a modern icon 
without diminishing respect for her legal prowess among conservative and 
progressive scholars alike.20 Justice Sotomayor bluntly proclaimed that “our 
experiences as women and people of color affect our decisions,” and that she 
hoped a Latina woman with her experiences would come to better decisions than 
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a white male without them.21 Yet, her opinions receive praise both when her 
background is central and when it is seemingly irrelevant.22 Nor has Justice 
Thomas’ continual reference to race as a basis for his opinions invalidated his 
place on the Court.23  
 
Some scholars counter that diverse representation in the judiciary is not a relevant 
consideration, as it interferes with the legitimacy of the courts and conflates their 
role with the elected branches of government.24 In other words: composition is 
not a problem for the judiciary because judges are not bound by the same bodily 
considerations. Instead, judges should be able to do their job without looking like 
or coming from the backgrounds of The People. Judges do not represent them; 
they represent The Law.  
 
That “The Law” can be represented by five white men, two white women, and 
only two people of color admits the bias inherent in our law from the founding.  
 
Allowing the assertion of more personal experiences on the Court—in concert 
with increasing the diversity of experiences brought to the bench—does not have 
to be about the Court reaching more “right” decisions. Though, there are certainly 
those that believe more diversity on the Court would do just that.25 Instead, the 
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collective acknowledgement that our personal experiences unavoidably inform 
our philosophies as judges, lawyers, and policy makers better prepares us as a 
society for serious inquiry into the legal frameworks we uphold. More 
fundamentally, having a Court comprised of Justices that resemble the American 
people—and recognizing the personal experiences of all Justices on the Court—is 
an important step in de-centering the experiences of cis, white, able-bodied men 
as the default of our law.   
 
Justice Thomas does not write the type of opinions that the typical proponents of 
diversity savor; Justice Barret will likely fail to write these decisions as well. For 
that matter, in both of the aforementioned opinions in which Justice Frankfurter 
felt the weight of his Jewish identity, he reached the illiberal conclusion.26 But, 
their mere presence on the Court, and the extent to which they draw on personal 
experiences outside of what our system is accustomed to, presents an opportunity 
to seriously engage in uprooting the foundation of our legal system from solely 
the experiences of white men. To do so requires recognition of what Robin 
overlooked: that these men have been importing their lived experience into the 
law since our country’s inception. As we diversify the bench, it is not the 
importation of personal experience that needs to be scorned. Rather, it is the 
insistence that an increasingly diverse bench continue to uphold the same 
dangerous norms that deserves our critique. 
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